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Besti thing ever! XD
Just joking haha
It is just ordinary nokia snake game.
If you would like to gather a lot of achivements this is just game for you.
That is the only valuable thing about this game.. I adore this game and I can hardly explain why; the color, music, and totally
minimalist gameplay create an experience can perhaps only be described as 'fun', pure, simple 'fun' untethered by our
expectations of a plot or any discernable end goal.

At its current (sale) price you'll more than get your money's worth from simply trying to decode messages.

Confused you? I'm confused myself. All I know is I'm having fun.. FAIL! FAIL! FAIL!

I love choose your own adventure, and consequence-based gaming... I also love a game that has the courage to stand on it's own
without bells and whistles, or even graphics.... and this game would be GREAT in that regard...

IF IT WERE PLAYABLE!

NO SAVE FUNCTION!? IN 2016!? WHAT THE HELL IS THE DEVELOPER THINKING!? Sure, you can start the game in
later chapters you've gotten to, but without the inventory you brought with you or any impact on your humanity carrying over...
WHY HAVE A HUMANITY METER IF YOU CAN'T SAVE IT!?

As it stands, you have TWO OPTIONS to play this game (three if you decide to take a pass):
1) LEAVE THE GAME OPEN FOR DAYS UNTIL YOU FINISH IT, AND I HAVE NO IDEA HOW LONG IT IS, BUT I
*NEVER* READ A BOOK IN A SINGLE SITTING, DO YOU!?
2) Disabuse yourself of the notion that many of the decisions you make are of any consequence (what equipment to choose,
hard choices that effect your humanity) as that and who knows what else is swept clean every time you play.

I was so sad, almost horrified (and not in the way a zombie game should be) that something so lazy, so awful, should be visited
on a game like this.

I want reading games, and choose your own adventure games to thrive... the one thing it doesn't need is POOR
IMPLEMENTATION.

For shame. Was having a good time until I put it down, convincing myself "that CAN'T BE what they mean, that all your
progress is deleted every time you restart) -- came back to see indeed the game delivers on an entirely different nightmare than
promised, then I uninstalled.

To not implement a means to save progress in a game like this, on steam... is just disgusting and lazy. Even books have
bookmarks. This game can't even be bothered to give you that.

Booooo. Booooo.

Boo.. This game is just a basic platformer and while it starts out as interesting and cool, the game quickly becomes boring and
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lacks diversity. Personally I love "She Wants Me Dead" by Cazzette, but one can listen to a song only so many times in a row
before you start to hate it. I personally feel that this title which is currently at $8 is just overpriced for what it is. I could buy
Geometry dash and have a more enjoyable experience.. PopCap and Square Enix made a game. It's a JRPG where the battles
are decided with monters (which you collect, like Pokémon) that play Bejeweled Twist. Also, kickass soundtrack.. If you push
the shoot button, your ship is knocked back.
You have to hold the shoot button to propel your ship forward.
Yeahhhh.... Most realistic USPSA shooter that there is, hands down. Gameplay is great and with multiplayer it feels like im out
at a match, just without all the taping!. duck lord needs bread. Booo!!! AHHHH!! *Runs Away!* This game starts out creepy
and stays creepy. Im going around every corner waiting for something to get me... This game keeps you on the edge waiting for
something to happen. I actually try to look around corner in real life before the character even gets there! And the graphics are
pretty good to! If you like having chill bumps, youll have them the whole time playing it. I Recommend it!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MOYCT8tZ0W4. I cannot find big difference from civ series..
but it was playable - I would rather play in small size than bigger size map. It's too repetitive if I play it in bigger size map.
waiting for progression
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As of right now, I cannot recommend this game in good conscience. I have tried multiple times to progress the story in book
two, but the game keeps freezing on a specific screen no matter which choice I make. Picking different choices up until this
screen doesn't seem to help, and reloading simply brings up a grey screen of death.

Other than that, it's a fantastic visual novel. It just broke on me.. I like the game. Only wish I could play and install it on my
laptop but Steam won't let me do that.. This game was very confusing and I didn't understand why they wouldn't just tell what to
do so you actually could PLAY the game. The only thing that was good was the graphics.. Must have DLC II. Similar to another
reviewer, I support every single game that mentions Ancient Greek Mythology.. Unless something has been fixed, this game
does not work on macs. On top of that, you have to wade through crud to try and figure out where to get help (which ends up
being not Steam but Her Interactive), and I'm currently several months in without ever receiving an actual response or solution
to get the game running.. A point n click adventure from a developer with an outstanding track record!
You likely grew up playing games like Fishy, Stick RPG, Motherload, or Defend Your Castle from these guys. The Low Road
proves that not only do they still have "it", but that they have a rightful place outside of the free flash game world.

TLR boasts a really cool 70's aesthetic, with a very unique story! There are some weird inconsistencies with the voice acting,
where it sounds like one or two of the characters weren't recorded professionally? The delivery is still strong, but the quality is
just a little worse. It's a small blip in an otherwise very charming game.

If you love the old school point n click genre, then this is for you! It may be shorter than games of the p'n'c resurgence era like
Broken Age, but I believe the price has been scaled accordingly. I am very excited to see what XGen has in store next!!. Man,
I've played my fair amount of VN's, and this has to be second for its sheer emotional power, second only to Lucy, The Eternity
She Wished For. The plot starts out so innocent and endearing you cant not utterly fall in love with all of the characters, and by
the end you just...can't. The music is minimalistic and is composed of oriental style tracks using oriental instruments, in fitting
with the setting, which is very effective in the majority of places, but I feel like the instrument choices prevent the game from
fully realising the potential of many of the sad scenes. I've always found Pianos, Violins and Harps to be the best type of
instrument for these effects, but the weight of all of the scenes that suffer this slight setback makes up for this. However,
without a single mediocre character, and trust me you will either love or hate every character by the end, excellent visuals and a
stellar plot, I can't recommend this game enough.. The sequel to "Adventure Item Pack 2".
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